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provement described in the letters patent was Jinown and put)lic1y
used on fishing boats 'in 1the waters 'of the Mediterranean sea for
.many years prior to the. for. the patent; and,. second, that
the patentee publicly and continuously used the said invention in
and about the waters of the Pacific oGean, and within'this district,
from 1884 until the time of fil,ing application for the patent on De-
cember 1, 1890, and that thereby the invention was abandoned to
the ,public. . ' " , '

,So far as the second. is concerned, the evidence is that the
complainants built infue year 18$4, and continuously thereafter
operated,a fishing boot with the fisbing attachment described in the
p,lltent,. with the single,el:ception that in the vessel so' used there
were,no stanchions fQfthe support 'and atta,chlnent of the inner
ends of the boom, but' instead thereof the booms were hooked into
eyed plates, which were bolted directly against the bulwarks of the
vessel upon the outer side. There is no doubt that, by the public
use' of that vessel from the year 1884, the right to claim the com-
bination so used was relinquished to the publi(l. :But, in his appli-
cation for a patent, Costa added to the combination a new feature,
-the,stanchion rising above the nsseI's deck upon either side,
with its band and eye for t}le pqint of support of. the boom. The ad-
vantage of this element is shown to be twofold: . First, the greater
aafetyand ease of navigation resulting from attaching the booms at
a higher elevation upon the vessel; and, second, the increased facil-
ity of attaching andsecnring, as well as detaching and otherwise
handling, the booms, upon the part of the crew. It is not disputed
that1;his' feature of the combination is distinctly new and original
with Costa, the It is therefore unnecessary to consider
the evidence concerning the fishing attachments which, according
to the testimony of some of the witnesses, were in use upon the
Mediterranean sea, since, confessedly none of said vessels had stan-
chions, for, the support of the booms. The complainants are entitled
to a decree protecting them in the use of the combination described
in the claim of the patent.

PACIFIC OABLE RY. CO. v. CONSOLIDATED PIEDMONT CABLE CO.

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit. May 28, 1894.)

No. 130.
PATENTS -LIMITATION BY PRIOR STATE OF ART - TRAMWAY FOR CURVES AND

OABLE GRIPS.
The Rallidie reissue patent, No. 10,681, for a tramway for curves and

cable grips, the object of which was to prevent the grip striking the
horizontal sheaves carrying the cable around curves, claiming the main.
curve of the track and slot, in combination with a guide rail beneath the
sheaves, and the grip, even if valid, must be limited to the combinatioo
described, the only new element in which is the separate guide rail, and
is not infrjnged by a device using, instead of a guide rail, the lower flange
of the slot iron widened to furnish a bearing surface for the grip shank,
the contact of which is direct, without the interposition of the friction
rollers described in the patent.
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This was a suit brought by the Pacific Cable Railway Company
against the Consolidated Piedmont Cable Company for infringement
of a patent.
William F. Booth, for appellant.
Wheaton, Kalloch & Kierce, for appellee.
Before GILBERT, Circuit Judge, arid ROSS and HANFORD,

Distriet Judges.

GILBERT, Circuit Judge. This appeal is taken from the final
decree of the circuit court dismissing the bill in a suit brought
by the appellant as complainant, alleging infringement by the
defendant of reissue letters patent No. 10,681, of date February
2, 1886, granted to Andrew S. Hallidie, for "tramway for curves
and cable grips." The patent under consideration relates to im-
provements in cable railways. In such railways the traveling
cable is carried in an underground tube between the tracks. The
car carries a grip, the shank of whieh extends downward through
a continuous, narrow slot in the top of the tube. At the end of the
shank a gripping device grasps and holds the cable, thereby pro-
pelling the car. The slot in the tube is bounded by slot irons, which
are parallel with the tracks, and lie midway between the same.
In passing around a curve of the track, the cable is carried against
horizontal sheaves lying upon the inner side of the curve, within
the tube. When the grip, holding fast to the cable. reaches a
curve in the road, the tendency of the cable, in passing around
the curve, is to draw the grip towards the inner wall of the curve,
and to strike the horizontal sheaves. To prevent such striking of
the sheaves is the object of the Hallidie invention. In the Hallidie
device a guide rail is placed within the tube, against the inner
wall of the same, at the curve, and between the horizontal cable-
carrying sheaves and the slot iron. The guide rail, as described
in the patent, may be either smooth, or furnished with horizontal
rollers set at intervals along its entire length. If the smooth rail
is used, the grip shank is furnished with a horizontal friction
roller, so plaeed as to revolve against the rail. If the guide rail,
with rollers, is used, the grip shank carries a pivoted, skate-shaped
shoe, which comes in contact with, and passes over, the rollers.
Letters patent for the Hallidie invention were first granted in
England, December 13, 1879. On February 12, 1884, the appliea-
tion for the American patent was filed. The claim of the patent,
as finally allowed, reads as follows:
"In a cable railway, the main curve of the track and slot, in combination

with the guide rail beneath, and the cable-carrying sheaves for carrying the
cable around the curves, and a grip as set forth."

[t is to be noted that in this claim, as formulated, no reference
Is made to the device or mechanism to be used to bring the grip
shank into bearing upon the guide rail, but in the specifications
and drawings the roller and pivoted shoe are plainly indieated
and described. The defendant has no separate guide rail upon
its cable railway curves, but uses for the purpose of a guide rail
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flange of the'slot'iron, which is widened upon the' inner
wallot tMcurve to furnish'-a smooth bearing surface for the grip
shank, the contact of which is direct, and without the interp'lsition
of a roller. It is contended by the· appellant that the
of these parts, their and objects, are the same in the
two,liitructures,andtbat mode of operation .of each combina-
tionisthe same, accomplishing' the same result by the same means,
and that, therefore, the defendant has infringed the lIallidie patent.
In considering the .. qllestion of infringement, it is necessary,

first,. to determine what is the Hallidie invention. Between the
and the year several patents were, granted for im-
in eable' tr,l1mways, ,8.I,ld ,the various devices used in

connection therewith, 'IIi some of these patents, distinct reference
was made to the passage.ofcurvesin the cab,le railways. In the
patent to E. Beach (No. 42,039), of March. 22, 1864, the state-

that whic1f.pass around ,sharp curves are
... .. "so .as, to receive, s.tationary fric-

tIOn #Ileels W.lthlh thein, for the cable to press agamst, and thus
reduce friction." On ",-prU 18, 1876, a patent was granted to A. E.
Hovey, in rope-gripping devices for propelling
vehicles '(letters 176,136); and on September 18, 1877,
a pateritwas granted tothesarne patentee for an improvement in
endless'rope traction rl:j.iIways 'Oette,rs patentNo. 195,372). In his
gripping device, Hovey placed two hOrizontal friction rollers, 1, 1,
and described them as "secured horizontally so as to prevent the
shank of'the grip from coming in contact with the sides of the. slot
as it moves through the tube." In his second patent, he described
his slot iron as "form¢dof angle il.'on, for greater strength, to resist
the weight and strainfi'om vehicles passing over them, and as
affording a plane bearing surface within and beneath. the groove
for the grinding rollers,jil the grip.". The operation of this combina-
tion described in the'lIovey patents is precisely the same as that
'of Hallidie; and althQugh Hovey has iuade no specific claim for,
or reference to, the adaptability of his combination of rollers and

, guide rail to curves .in the track, such adaptation is plainly dis-
cernible from a simple inspection of its construction. When the
Hallidie American patent was applied for, the. examiner at first
rejected the application upon the ground that the Hovey patent
of September 18, 1877, described substantially the same device.
Hallidie thereupon distinguished his device from that of Hovey
in two respects: First, that in the Hovey device the slot rails were
at too great an elevation above the grip and cable to successfully
resist the pressure upon a curve, whereas the Hallidie guide rails
were placed lower, and. in the horizontal plane of the grip; and,
second, that the slot irons, as usually made, were not of sfu'ength
sufficient to resist the pressure, and would be liable to be separated
or displaced. 'Upon these considerations the Hallidie claim was
allowed, and' the patent was granted. The Hallidie combination,
as patented, therefore takes the cable-carrying sheaves, which were
old,' and the grip, which was old, and introduces the new element
ofa separate guide rail, and applies the combination to a curve
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in the road,' which was also old.' Without pausing to discuss the
merit of his patent, or to decide whether invention is displayed
in his combination, or whether his combination, as described in
his claim, is inoperative for want of some device or mechanism
to bring the grip shank into bearing against the guide rail, it is suffi-
cient for the purposes of this appeal to confine ourselves to the
consideration that, in view of the prior patents, Hallidie must be
limited to his combination as described, one of the elements of

the only new element-is the separate guide rail.
This the defendant has not used. On the contrary, it has used for
the bearing surface of its grip shank a rail which was old, and had
been described and used for the same purpose in the Hovey pat·
ents of 1876 and 1877. This difference is sufficient to establish the
defense of noninfringement. But if we are to regard as part of
the Hallidie combination the horizontal friction roller, by which
the bearing of the grip shank against the smooth guide rail is
effected, then it will become apparent that the defendant has made
still further deviation from the Hallidie device, by dispensing with
the friction roller, and bringing the grip shank into direct bearing
upon the guide rail, by means of a projection of the grip shank,
or a shoe firmly fixed thereon. It is true that, in the application for
his American patent, Hallidie inserts the following clause, which
does not appear in his application for the English patent: "In
practice, I prefer to employ a shoewhich will travel upon the smooth
guide rail, as this will produce a smoother and more even move·
ment." But no claim is made for the shoe, in that connection;
and it is not intimated that Hallidie, then or at any time, has
claimed to be the inventor of the combination with the shoe, or the
discoverer of the fact that a smoother or more even movement
is thereby produced. The evidence, on the contrary, makes it
probable that the idea of the shoe in conjunction with the smooth
guide rail was taken by Hallidie from its use by Hovey in a cable rail-
way constructed by the latter for the Chicago City Railway Company
nearly two years before the application for Hallidie's American
patent was filed.
In either view of the complainant's patent, it is evident that the

defendant is not justly chargeable with its infringement; and the
decree of the circuit court, dismissing the bill, is affirmed, with
costs to the appellee.

c =
MORLEY SEWING-MACH. CO. et at. v. SHUTE.
(Circuit Court, D. Massachusetts. July 12, 1894.)

No.2,67L
1. PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-BuTTON SEWING MACHINE.

The Morley patent, No. 236,350, for a machine for automatically gewlng
shank-eyed buttons to a fabric, containing three groups of mechanis;ns,--
the button-feeding mechanism, the sewing mechanism, and the fabric
feeding mechanism,-in view of its construction in the case of :Machine
Co. v. Lancaster,\} Sup. Ct. 299, 129 U. S. 263, is infringed by a machine
the same as that held in said case to infringe, except that the fabric-feed-


